The 2020 Shelby F-150 delivers all the rugged capabilities you need for an outdoor adventure - and every bit of the sophistication you need for a night on the town. Based on the popular Ford F-150, this Shelby version comes standard with a 395HP, 5.0L V8 engine that can be supercharged to over 770HP. Mounted on 20" Shelby engraved alloy wheels and an under-body built to withstand the apocalypse, this Shelby truck has room for everyone and everything to make you feel like the King of the World behind the wheel.

The Shelby F-150 rides on an exclusive Shelby Engineered FOX Shock System. The proprietary system is fully adjustable and provides the ability to tune your truck from luxury car smooth to hard core off-road or track handling.

Only 500 of these trucks will but built for the US in the 2020 model year. All vehicles will be included in the Shelby American Registry.

770HP Supercharged MSRP $106,695
395HP Naturally Aspirated MSRP $93,695
Includes 2020 F-150 Chassis (502A package)
Includes 3 Year / 36,000 miles warranty
2020 Shelby F-150 | 770HP Supercharged MSRP USD$110,625 (Includes 2020 F-150 Chassis) | 395HP Naturally Aspirated MSRP USD$103,325 (Includes 2020 F-150 Chassis)

**Performance**
- Shelby Engineered 770HP Supercharger (Optional)
- Performance Air Intake With High Flow Filter
- Blower & Intake Manifold Powder Coated Ford Racing Blue
- Oversized Carbon Fiber Air Intake Tube
- Performance Aluminum Heat Exchanger
- Upgraded Billet Throttle Body
- Upgraded High Performance Fuel Injectors
- SHELBY Tuned BORLA Performance Exhaust
- Black Ceramic Dual Exhaust Tips
- Dual Intake “RAM AIR” SHELBY Super Snake Hood
- Front Fender Vents for Engine Cooling
- Rear Performance Traction Bars

**Chassis**
- F-150 Super Crew, 5.0L V8
- Fully Loaded Lariat Luxury (502A package)

**Exterior**
- 20” SHELBY Engraved Alloy Wheels
- BFG All-Terrain KO2 35/12.5R20 Tires
- BDS Suspension Lift by SHELBY
- SHELBY Exclusive Fox Shock System*
- Power Deploying Steps With Rock Guards and Step Lights
- Painted Fender Flares, Vents, & Custom Front Bumper
- SHELBY Rocker Panel Graphics & Full Body Rally Stripes
- Customer Molded Skid Plate
- Honeycomb Racing Grille w/ SHELBY Snake Insert
- SHELBY Lettering on Hood, Tailgate, & Bed
- Supercharged Logo on Hood Air Intakes
- Painted Custom Rear Bumper Cladding
- Painted Tonneau Cover w/ SHELBY Bed Rug Liner
- Shelby Registry Engine Plaque

**Interior**
- SHELBY CSM Serial Number Dash Plaque
- SHELBY Snake Badged Console Lid
- SHELBY Two-Tone Leather Recovers w/ SHELBY Snake
- Carbon Fiber Interior Package
- SHELBY Stainless Steel Gauges
- SHELBY Snake Embroidered Headrests
- SHELBY Floor Mats
- Deep Tinted Windows
- 3 Year / 36,000 Mile Warranty

*Exclusive Shelby Engineered FOX Shock System Includes:
- Raptor Style FOX Shocks - all 4 wheels
- Front & Rear 2.5” Aluminum Reservoir Shocks
- Top of the Line Internal Bypass Technology
- Adjustable Dual Speed Controls
This proprietary system provides the ability to tune your truck from luxury car smooth to hard core off-road or track handling.